
        AP Physics 2 Summer Assignment 

Name: ____________________________ 

 

Checklist: 

___ Do 5 assigned problems from WileyPlus/eBook. Use Interactive Solutions, Concept Simulations, 
Student Study Guide, etc. to help if necessary. 

___ Do the attached summer packet. 

___ Wash dishes and observe the color of water bubbles. 

___ Jump into a pool, feel the “free fall” acceleration in water. 

 

 

• The due date of your summer work is Friday August 24, 2018.  

Please send the finished assignment to the main office in person or in mail. If you have any questions, 
please contact Dr. Shen at yshen@briarcliffschools.org before the due date. Thanks. 

Enjoy the summer and look forward to having you in September! 

Dr. Yiqing Shen 

mailto:yshen@briarcliffschools.org


1 • A block of matei•i~ll (labeled A in t1~e dizgra~~~) with a width w~, height It, end thickness t has a tti~ss of 11~1~ dist~•ibuted
uniformly thr~u~hout its volume. The block is there cut into three pieces, B, C, and U, ~s shown.

Rank the density of the original block A, piece B, piece C, and piece D.

X000 ~R D D D
1 2 3 4 Alt All Cannot

Greatest Least the same zero determine

Explain your reasoning.

2. A block of material with a width ~ti~, height lt, and thickness t has a mass of Mp distributed uniformly throughout its
volume. The black is then broken into two pieces, A and B, as shown. Three ~
students make the following statements:

Ajay: "The>> both hrr~~~ the sane densih>. It's still the sa~rte rf~nzerictl. " j~

$en: "Tl~e de,as~r~• is the ~~zass divided b~= the rc~ternze, and the vol~~nze of B
is sr2ialler. Since t/~e rnass is urrifo~7n art~t the i=olitme is in t{ie e
~!erz+n~riirzatoi; the r~e~asity is I~rger fo►• B. " ~~,

Chithra: "Tfte de~Ysih~ of f~iece A is larger tltart the density of piece B since A is ~ ~'~ t
lc~r•,~er; thus it lzas wore mass. " 3 ~~~

With which, if any, of these students do you agree?
Ajay Ben Chithra None of them

Explain your reasoning.



The plastic block shown below has a volume V anc~ a mass 12M~ distributed e~-enly to dive a uniform de~isity ~o.

Three possible ways to slice the plastic block into unequal pieces are sho~~~n below. In each case, the larger piece has
a ~•olume ~'  V /3 anel the smaller piece h~ls a volume V~/3.

Fill in the table for the mass (in terms of Ma} and densit~r (in terms of p„► of the pieces of thr blmck laUeled
A— F.

Mass Density

Original block

Piece A

Piece B

Piece C

Piece D

Piece E

Piece F

l



4. Two solid cylinders are shown. Cyylinder A has a hei4ht H and a radius R, and cylinder B has a
height 2H and a radius 2R. Both cylinders ha~~e uniform densities and the same mass. Cylinder Radius R

A has a density p,, and volume VA. ~

x q
If r is the radius of a cylinder and lr is the height. thr» r17r ~•olume ~~f thz cvliilder is l! = m~~/i, ~

and the surface area is SA = 2m=' + 2~cilr.

(a) What is the ~~olume of cylinder B in terms of the volume of cylinder A? (Your answer Radius 2R

should look like Va = n 1 A, ~~,~here n is some number.)

Explain your reasoning.
?H

B

(b) What is the surface area of cylinder B in terms of the surface area of cylinder A? (Your ansltaer
should look like SA8 = ~t S~l,~, where r~ is some number.)

Explain your reasoning.

(c) What is the density of cylinder B in terms of the density of cylinder A? (Your answer should look

like pB = n pA, where n is some number.)

Explain your reasoning.



5. Two solid c}~linders are show~i. Cylinder A hzs a height H and a radius R and cylinder B
has a height 3H and a radius 3R. Both cylinders have uniform densities and the same mass.

Cylinder A has a ciensit}~ pA and volume V~.

If r is the radius of a cylinder and I~ is the height, theal the volume of the cylinder is V =

~n'`h, and tl~e sui~ac~ area is Sal = 2m` + 2m~H.

(a) What is the volume of cylinder B in terms of the volume of cylinder A? (Your
answer should look like V~ =,z VA, where n is some number.)

Explain your reasoning.

Radius R

~ ̀
H a

Rz a:,,.. a n

;y

(b) What is the surface area of cylinder B in terms of the surface area of cylinder A? {Your answer
should look like SAe = n SAA, «here n is some number.)

Explain your reasoning.

(c) What is the density of cylinder B in terms of the density of cylinder A? (Your answer should look

like pB = n p,,, where n is some number. j

Explain your reasoning.



6• Two solid cylinders are shown. Cylinder A hay a height 2H and a radius 2R and cylinder B
his a height 3H and a radius 3R. Bath cylinders have uniform densities and the same mass.

Cylinder A has a d~i~sity p,, and volim~e V,,.

If r is the radius of a cylinder and h is the height, then the volume of the cylinder is V =

~n-'li, and the surface aria is SA = 2m•` + 2~til~.

(a) What is the volume of cylinder B in terms of the volume of cylinder A? (Your
answer should look like VB = n VA, where n is some number.)

Explain your reasoning.

Radius ?K

_'H
A

(b) What is the surface area of cylinder B in terms of the surface area of cylinder A? (Your answer
should look like SAB = r~ SA,,, where n is some number. j

Explain your reasoning.

(c) What is the density of cylinder B in terms of the density of cylinder A? (Your answer should look

like pB = n p,,, where n is some nutnber.)

Explain your reasoning.

Radius 3R



7. A cylinder end a cube sue carved out of a piece of plastic with uniform density, and a second cylinder and cube are
carved nut of a piece of metal with uniform density. Dimensions ace~i~~en far thz cylinders and cubes. The mass of
the cylinder in Case B is twice the mass of the cylindzc in Case A.

Radius .~ Radius .~~

~ ~ 4 ~
Hei~~ht :~.~- ~0► Height 3.r B Side 3x C Side ?~

Plastic.
Cylinder

Metal Plastic: Metal
Cylinder Cuhe Cube

Rank the densities of the objects.

1 2 3 4 All All Cannot
Greatest Lest the same zero derermine

Explain your reasoning.

8. Of the four cubes shown below, white cubes A and C are made of the same material, and gray cubes B and D are
made of the same material. Each cube has a uniform density. The ranking of cube size is C = D > A > B. Cubes A
and B have the same mass.

A B C D

Is the mass of cube C (i) greater than, (ii) less than, or (iii) equal to the mass of cube D?

Explain ~~our ~•easo~~ing.



9 A liquid in a tall. narrow cylindrical beaker is poured into a wider cylindrical beaker. The liquid only fills the eider
hzaker to one-fourth its l~ei;~ht in the tall beaker. A student m~►kes the followin_ statement:

"Whc~~t thcz liquid ►,>ns 1~oured from the nczrro»~ beaker' i~rto t1u~ ►i~itle~° one, the ~~n/rti~ie cha~tgec~. Srncc~ no li~~riicl ~r~as
sr~ilh~~i, cell ~~f'the lig~ric! is still i,z the' tirirl~r Beaker, so the de~tsitt' ~~f the liquid ~ri~~st Izcrve cht~~tg~cl. „

What, if anything, is wrong with this statement? If something is wrong, explain the error And how to correct
it. If the statement is valid, explain w°hy.

10. In each case, a block han4~ing from a string is suspended in a liquid. All of the blocks are the same size, but they
have different masses {labeled Me) because they are made of different materi~is. All of the containers have the same
volume of liquid, but the masses of these liquids very (labeled M~) since the liquids are different. The volume of the
blocks is one-sixth the volume of the liquids.

A B C D

r

Mb =4Ug Mh=50~ t19n=30~ ~L1h=40~
M~=200g Ml=2008 Mr = 1.5Ug MJ=120g

Rank the volume of the liquid displaced by the blocks.

'0000 ~R D D D
1 2 3 4 All All Cannot

Greatest Least the same zero determine
Explain your reasoning.



Buoyant force is a force acting on an object if the object is either partially or totally submerged in a liquid. The
force is always vertically upward. For example, if you jump into a pool, your downward acceleration is reduced.

~- It is because the water acting on you with the buoyant force. With the help of the Free-Body-Diagram, the net
force acting on you is less than the weight. Therefore, the downward acceleration is less.

zr ~ h ~ ~

~~-~ m~
More you are submerged into the water, more buoyant force you get.

For the following problems, you are not expected to explain your answers with equations. You are expected to
explain your reasoning with the help of FBD.

11. T~~vo equal-sized cubes are floating in water at different le~lels.

A B

Is the buoyant force exerted by the water on block A (i) g~°eatef^ than, (ii) less than, or (iii) equal to the
buoyant force on block B?

Explain your reasoning with FBD.



12• Two blacks with the same tii~ei~~*ht but different dimensions are fl~atin~ in ~~iater at different levels. Block A is as t11]
as block B but is smaller in both ether dimensions.

Is the buoyant force exerted by the ~i~ater on block A (i) gre~der than:, (ii) less th~s~:, or (iii) equal to the buoyant
force on block B?

Explain your reasoning.

Show FBD first:

13. In each case, a block floats in a lic7uicl. The blocks are made of different materials and ~~a~y in mass and volume 1s
shown. All of the containers havz the same i~olutne of an identical lic~uicl.

A B C D

~ ~`_

Mh = 50 ~ Mb = 50~ NIA = 1110 g h1b = 2f)0 g

Vi, = 100 cm; Vb = 400 cm3 4h = 200 cm; Vb - 400 cm3

Ra~~k the buoyant force exerted by the liquid on the blocks.

1 2 3 ~ All All Cannot
i Greatest Least the same __zero _determine

Explain your reasoning.

Show FSD:



14. Wood blacks that hive different masses and different volumes are floating in water. On top of these blocks are
additional masses as shrnWn:

~/~ ~ 10~ 10~ 20~
~_ -" p ~ b
l l

\~J

,'41= 1Q~ M=~~~ M= 10~ M=30;~
jr = ~p ~n~3 U - $0 cm3 V = 40 cm3 V = 80 cm3

A B C D

Rank the b~~o}'ant force exerted b3~ the water on the wood blocks

0000 ~R D D D
1 2 3 ~ All All Cannot ~

j Greatest _ __._. _ . _. _. _.. __ __ _ _ __ _ . _Least _.._ .. __ the same_ _ ze.ro - determine

Explain your reasoning.

Show FSD:
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